
WARM AIR 18 Jan 14 
Aviation Sports Club Gliding Newsletter 

THIS WEEKEND:         Club Cellphone 021 745 433 www.ascgliding.org 
Saturday.     Instructing: Rex Carswell                       Bank Acct 38-9014-0625483-000 

  Towing: Peter Thorpe 

                              Duty Pilot: Steve Foreman 

Sunday.     Instructing: Ivor Woodfield 

  Towing: Derry Belcher 

                              Duty Pilot: Karl Bridges 

MEMBERS NEWS 

SATURDAY Instructor Peter Coveney starts us off 

What a great day Saturday turned out to be! Really chuffed to get Robert Forster away for his first solo 

which is a first for me. He flew very well so after a required exercise involving a sick towplane (Warm Air 

deserves an Oscar for his efforts) we carried out a standard 1500ft flight and then without further ado tied 

up the straps in the back and sent him on his way.  

 

Robert was first at the gate, obviously champing at the bit to get back in MW after doing some flying with 

our CFI on Monday. Nothing in the way of Air Force movements so we had the field to ourselves and set up on 

26. Nev Swan informed me I would have some trial flights to do and as it turned out I had Ryan at 1100 and 

Chris at 1200, followed by Phil at 1300. All three folks enjoyed some thermalling and a good go on the 

controls. The lift had yet to develop properly though so the flights were fairly standard for a 2500ft tow. In 

between Dave Foxcroft took up a passenger whilst Ian O'Keefe got airborne in MP. 

 

MP went away next with Tony Prentice and wasn't seen for 70 minutes. However not the longest flight as that 

went to Ivor Woodfield in GIV (90 min). Steve Foreman came out and rigged KP and went off for 76 minutes 

and I took up young Matt Carline who had been introduced to our sport out at Drury as part of an ATC trip. 

 

Lionel arrived on his motorcycle and took up a passenger in MW and Jonothan jumped into MP for a 41 minute 

excursion. The lift was quite consistent if not particularly strong. Several however got up to the upper limit of 

3500 ft. 

 

Once Steve got back in KP,  I decided it was a good opportunity to reacquaint myself with her and enjoyed a 

lovely 69 minute flight in patchy lift. Lionel kindly stepped in to take Genny up for a check flight before 

clearing her for two more on her own. 

 

So all in all a busy sort of day with lots of people on the airfield and enough lift around to give longer than 

normal flights for most and new solo pilot to chase those certificates and QGP. 

Towie Graham Lake continues:  Arrived in good time, coffee in hand, towplane cleaninsh and with plenty of 
fuel, can this get better.  Yes it can as Neville has found an nice convex mirror for the plane that gives a 

great view.  Almost perfect but the wing runner is still a little hard to see in detail.  A busy day with trial 

flights, friend flights and our members.  A pleasure to take Robert up for his well flown first solo as well as 

the other 18 tows.   And the icing on the cake, a report that Ivor in IV had outclimbed a Foreman driven KP.  

She is back.  

SUNDAY Towie Craig Rook starts us off 
 

I arrived early (10:15) to a crowd of people rearing to go even though the weather didn't look to flash, there 

were patches of fine rain throughout the day spoiling any lift that was there. 



 

The day went like this: 

3 x 1000 Ft circuits by Jack & Robert 

Robert completed 2nd and 3rd solos in MW 

2 x passenger flights by Dave Foxcroft 

1 x flight in MP by Tony Prentice 

Several refreshments in hangar at 1400 

1  x very long gloat by Saturday's tow pilot, something about 19 flights yesterday.........(oh please it was 
mentioned once) 
 

Footnote for Warm Air 

Coffee and sandwiches are now available in the diary next to Baba's, the dairy is now run by Savvy Senior  
 

COMMUNICATION  The radio sort 
 
Gliding, in the early days of last week, got somewhat hectic with the Air Force starting to fly and a number of 

commercial planes shooting instrument approaches onto 21.  The Tower was on watch and a couple of us got 

caught out not able to stay up.  A couple of commercial flights got to go around as we landed.   Some 

improvements in our radio calls may have avoided this.   We are supposed to give a five minute warning call 

prior to joining downwind but many of us forget.  Make the call and cancel if you find lift and get away.  Keep 

your situation awareness and do not be afraid to suggest that we can make our base leg west of our hangar 

and land deep into 26, keeping us clear of 21.  We can also land on 08 if the wind is light or the cross wind 

makes the tailwind component small.   

IMPRESSIONS OF THE NATIONALS  A number of us went along to enjoy the experience, some even wrote 
a story.   

Ian O'Keefe.  I was delighted to spend a few days down at Matamata during the Nationals. It was certainly a 

good atmosphere at the National Competition where everyone was very friendly and helpful. It did not matter 

what your skill level was  and whether you were a competitor or not you were welcomed into the event. Which 

is a great way to learn and soak in the experience and knowledge of fellow flyers. It was great to see that our 

club was well represented with Steve Wallace, Dave Todd and Hawkeye Foreman.. This is a long competitions 

and is mentally and physically demanding. These chaps all did exceptionally well and flew in some challenging 

and difficult conditions and showed some gutsy X-country flying ability. You can see how they placed at this 

link http://www.soaringspot.com/mcn2014/results/  or on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/pages/Gliding-

New-Zealand-NZ-/106056376128462  

It was a bit daunting to be part of a mass launch of 40 or so gliders. With 4 tugs in operation all gliders were 

launched within 50 minutes.  Ground handlers swiftly setting and hooking up each glider. Even our trusty RDW 

got into play with the big boys with launching on one day. Once in the sky, it was amazing how gliders 

scattered and disappeared on task. So congestion in the sky became a non-event, although it was essential to 

keep your eyes peeled. The radio was not inundated with calls and only very brief succinct ops normal or task 

progress calls were heard while outside of the MBZ. 

Club flying continued after the mass launch and was the same as any local soaring event. The Kaimais were 

impressive as always to fly over and I had great interest in following a few gliders well below and along the 

ridge watching their tactics. As per usual Jan, Joan, Ralph and the entire team at Piako and the Matamata 

Soaring center were very welcoming and undertook an exceptional job of looking after everyone.  

It was great to see Roy Whitby do a great cross country flight and clock up some good mileage and break the 

bungy cord from the airfield. Tony Prentice managed to get a dual ride along the Kaimais with the Piako club 

and discovered the wonders of this area. I understand at least one retrieve for Hawkeye will become folklore 

within the club and should be brought up at each social event.   

 



It was great to have been part of this event and a great learning experience.  

Roy Whitby  at the Nationals 

 

I did three trips to the National Gliding championships two x three days and a one day. During that time we 

had  Steve Wallace, Steve Foreman and David Todd competing for the whole competition. along with Roy 

Whitby, Ian O'keefe, Jonathan Pote, Tony Prentice, Graham Lake, our CFI Peter Thorpe, Ray Burns  and 

David Foxcroft for a day or three.  Some came to fly some came to see old friends and some came to 

experience what it was like to attend a national gliding championship. 

 

From my experience it was the latter, having been down for a couple of days for the regional competition a 

couple of months ago, purely to support our Hawkeye(Steve Forman.  I enjoyed this so much and being 

encouraged to attend by our cross country instructor, Steve Wallace it was a must for me. 

 

Our club decided that we should send down our single Astir for the use of the pilots that were interested in 

going down, which was taken down and rigged by Ian O'Keefe and helpers.    I arrived one morning about 0900 

to be told that it was a good day to enter the novice task, I had intended to do a 50k badge flight that day 

but was told that the task included that so all of a sudden I was pushed into a preparation that I wasn't 

expecting with less than 2 hours  to go.  The Novice Task for that day was a Polygon with two points, 

(whatever that meant) with a distance of 126.2 km. 

 

I set off to the ridge which was partially working with thermals  and managed to gain height to venture south 

to where I thought the turn point was before turning north and being very low at the swamp before returning  

down the ridge and to Matamata  airfield. On my return I realised that I had reversed turnpoints 2 and 3 and 

although I covered the task I didn't do it in the order that it was set. This denied me the 50k for silver 

badge even though I did 55k on that leg but it was in the wrong direction.   This was my first cross country 

flight and I was elated with excitement at achieving it. I also missed my height achievement by 15m but 

that's the way it goes. 

 

The organisation by the people involved was outstanding . 

The people were outstanding 

The comp was outstanding. 

I have never met a more friendly and helpful group of people. 

And HEY I have competed in the NATIONALS. 

 

I believe there is a new badge to be earned. 

It is the "most retrieves" badge. 

Interested. 

Give yourself a chance with it. 

JOIN Hawkeye's retrieve team. 

for further info contact. 

Steve Forman 

 

And from Steve Foreman   

MY FIRST NATIONALS 

 Sitting down writing this with so many days it becomes a blur of what happened on which days.  I do 

remember Steve Wallace’s great flights day after day completing the Tasks and taking away the 15m National 

Champion and am in awe of his ability…great flying Steve 

Was amazed at David Todd’s  effort was hoping to be able to keep up with him but after a few days….ok the 

first day it became apparent that I was the new boy in the skies.  I was going to compete in the intermediate 

class but due to few entries I went into the standard/15m class with the big boys.  Every morning started 



with up at 7am out to the field knocking back 

an Up n Go on the way arriving 8 ish   have 

some breakfast wipe down the glider DI fill 

with water on some and other days re-rig with 

a briefing  at 10am then we gridded between 11 

- 12 had some lunch and a pit stop before the 

walk down to 28 Time for me went fast keeping 

the same routine every morning.   

At the briefing the prizes for the previous 

days flying and a weather report David Hirst 

and Tim Bromhead and very brief task 

comments from the task setter - Steve 

Wallace  It's a great way to fly with tasks set 

and weather explained it wasn’t a whole lot of 

opinions but the facts some days weren’t that 

great for flying yet some days we still flew and some we did not 

Day 1, 31/12/2013 

Racing Task      74 Fin South - 59 Hotel De Vin - 37 Atiamuri - 74 Fin South  Task length: 308.3km 

First day up I was excited to be able 

to attempt a 300km diamond Goal.  It 

took me a while to get around and I 

had decided it doesn’t matter how 

long it takes as long as I got around, 

unfortunately I took most of the 

climbs too far and circled in most 

good lift and the day was becoming 

short. I remember heading to 

Atiamuri turn point and turning back 

facing a huge hill I had flown over at 

height I got a climb on the hill but 

the sky was blue…tip fly faster don’t 

stop for lift. This was not the day for 

me to add to my badges I landed out 

after 276km at Tokoroa Airfield, 

Being New Years Eve and dinner to be 

served, I got an Aero tow back with a wing 

down launch which took 2 attempts to get in the 

air….I couldn’t get the wing off the ground and 

released before hitting a boundary fence.  It 

was a long day the second time I radioed all out 

all out then released…lucky it wasn’t quite all 

out I quickly jumped out and hooked on again we 

were away 

A little disappointed with myself but it was my 

biggest thermalling flight.  There were 5 

diamonds achieved this day including David 

Todd. 



  

Couple of days of bad weather. Even if we didn’t fly we still had a briefing and most of the time still lined up 

on the grid and played the waiting game 

 Day 2, 02/01/2014, 15-meter, 

Racing Task  73 Wardville - 51 Awaiti - 28 Bennydale - 14 Orakei Korako - 01 Matamata Task length: 328.3km 

 Another crack at the Diamond  

Jonathan took to the air for a few 

days testing his skills on a final glide. 

Tony got to fly along the Kaimai’s, Ian 

also came several days also helping 

with the launch and had a good view 

of the race from above when he 

finally got to fly.   Peter and Graham 

came down in RDW and bunked up 

with Dave and Tony for the night. 

 Roy entered the novice comp today 

and was having a crack at his 50km a 

big hands up to him 126km on task am 

sure there’s a story from him about 

it.Apart from the Launch and most 

were done in 50 min there was plenty 

of time for club flying I think 4 solos 

while we were down there 

This day for me was not a diamond 

either another land out at Bennydale 

after 205km 

 While on the ground 4 families at 

different times keep be busy with 6 

kids in and out of the glider with 

pictures to. 

 I was lucky enough to have 3 members 

of our own club Roy Jonathan and 

Tony…. now some say ‘The last of the 

Summer Wine’… but for me I was 

grateful they made it to me before 

dark and glad we got back before midnight….cheers guys glad you all came and yes I still owe Roy a beer  

 Day 3, 03/01/2014, 15-meter, 

AAT Speed Task, Task time: 02:30:00 73 Wardville - 49 FlaxmilTe - 35 Putararu - 49 FlaxmilTe - 35 Putararu 

- 01 Matamata  Task length: 196.0km/475.1km (335.4km) 

 Today while not many km 25.4 to be exact I did place 8th in the field and also beat Dave today - got to take 

the little wins.  The flight ended in me joining Brent Hunter in a paddock north of Te Arohathere were at 

least 7 land outs today around Te Aroha and the locals had rung fire 111..we had a fire engine turn up in our 



paddock and the chief 

said you got gliders 

down all over the place 

and several had crashed 

he wasn’t that friendly 

and thought we were a 

little irresponsible,  

Brent pointed up at 5 

gliders circling on Te 

Aroha and was hoping 

they would land out too, 

the chief wasn’t 

impressed and said it 

shouldn’t be happening I 

gave him Ralph 

Henderson (contest 

director) number. It was 

good to know that there 

are people looking out 

for us and if there was a 

serious problem the fire 

crew were there, not 

sure they would have 

made it to Bennydale.  3 

days and 3 land outs 

 

 

 

Day 4, 06/01/2014, 15-meter 

AAT Speed Task, Task time: 04:00:00  73 Wardville - 07 ThamesA/F - 37 Atiamuri - 05 Hikutaia - 52 Tapapa 

- 01 Matamata. Task length: 363.1km/526.9km (444.9km) 

Today was the first time I had been to Thames.  I was unsure where I was meant to be on the hills but found 

my way along them. I had a glide of 14 km from the hills to Thames and only lost 50 feet just a pity I couldn’t 

do that all the time.  Down south today I couldn’t push out far past the golf ball (yes pretty much just me) 

decided to land back to have a break landing out and rerigging.  One bonus of landing out you don’t have to 

wipe down the glider from the dew or rain in the morning 

Day 5, 07/01/2014, 15-meter 

Racing Task70 Walton - 02 Waitoa - 44 Tihoi - 14 Orakei Korako - 01 Matamat Task length: 260.3km 

 Only thing to say here is Amazing Steve Wallace was one of 2 that got around today the other was in the 18m 

class Brent Hunter and both are going to the worlds.  I got 5.8km and landed back.. I have so much to learn. 

 I retrieved Dave Todd which turned out interesting meeting a herd of cows as we packed  up the glider… yes 

we do know the Farming 101 rule (leave gates as you found them) but were distracted at the time … the cows 

and bulls loved the long fresh green grass and clover 



 

Day 6, 08/01/2014, 15-meter 

AAT Speed Task, Task time: 02:00:00

Tapapa - 01 Matamata  Task length: 304.2km/426.1km

 Finally a day I got around nothing could stop me now 352 km on task

 Day 7, 09/01/2014, 15-meter 

AAT Speed Task, Task time: 02:00:00

length: 131.2km/327.1km (228.7km) 

 Last day and I was very keen to get around on the final day

thunder and lightning heading down to the last turn point, it was pretty dark and raining but I got to the edge 

of the circle and turned back.  I had a fair bit goin

ridge just south of the golf ball, which now looking at the trace I could have made a final glide a very bad 

tactical error, from the edge of the circle to Matamata it was 40km I was at 3100ft and I tr

the land out at Te Poi 

AAT Speed Task, Task time: 02:00:00  73 Wardville - 07 ThamesA/F - 56 KFC Sheds 

Task length: 304.2km/426.1km (365.1km) 

Finally a day I got around nothing could stop me now 352 km on task 

AAT Speed Task, Task time: 02:00:00  73 Wardville - 15 Kaihere - 22 Ranginui A/S 

 

I was very keen to get around on the final day. it was not the best of days and there was 

thunder and lightning heading down to the last turn point, it was pretty dark and raining but I got to the edge 

I had a fair bit going on in my head and was focused on getting back to the 

ridge just south of the golf ball, which now looking at the trace I could have made a final glide a very bad 

tactical error, from the edge of the circle to Matamata it was 40km I was at 3100ft and I tr

I came 8th in the 15meter 

class this day

There were a lot of lessons 

learned on the way 

throughout the nationals and 

its true, it's the quickest and 

easiest way to learn to fly 

cross country

I did

land outs 

completed

  

  

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

56 KFC Sheds - 05 Hikutaia - 52 

22 Ranginui A/S - 01 Matamata Task 

it was not the best of days and there was 

thunder and lightning heading down to the last turn point, it was pretty dark and raining but I got to the edge 

g on in my head and was focused on getting back to the 

ridge just south of the golf ball, which now looking at the trace I could have made a final glide a very bad 

tactical error, from the edge of the circle to Matamata it was 40km I was at 3100ft and I traveled 45km to 

I came 8th in the 15meter 

class this day 

There were a lot of lessons 

learned on the way 

throughout the nationals and 

its true, it's the quickest and 

easiest way to learn to fly 

cross country. Over the comp 

I did 1500 km - 26 hours - 4 

land outs - 2 land backs - 1 

completed 

 



15-meterOverall results after day 7 

# CN Pilot Team Glider Total 

  

1. KT Steve Wallace Aviation Sports Club Mosquito 4979     

2. TD Tony van Dyk Gliding Hutt Valley LS8 4714     

3. GB Nigel McPhee Auckland Gliding Club ASW 27 4476     

4. XN Ross Gaddes Auckland Gliding Club Discus BM 4362     

5. RS Tim Bromhead Piako Gliding Club ASW 20 3929     

6. ZM Lindsay Stephens Auckland Gliding Club ASW 27 3903     

7. BL Matthew Findlay Auckland Gliding Club ASW 20 3151     

8. RY Alan Belworthy Piako Gliding Club Ventus 2CT 3119     

9. NM David (Trace) Austin Taupo Gliding Club Discus CS 2802     

10. HU David Todd Aviation Sports Club Kestrel 19 2770     

11. GP Hadleigh Bognuda Auckland Gliding Club LS8 2548     

12. CS David Hirst Auckland Gliding Club Discus CS 2404     

13. VC Steve Care Piako Gliding Club ASW 20 2314     

14. KP Steve Foreman Aviation Sports Club LS4 2212     

15. VW Geoff Gaddes Auckland Gliding Club ASW 20 1868     

16. LL Doug Henry Auckland Gliding Club LS3A 1651     

17. XP Neil Raymond Piako Gliding Club Discus BM 1599     

18. PV John Bayliss Auckland Gliding Club Discus BM 1405     

19. ZO Ian Finlayson Piako Gliding Club ASW 27 717     

20. VV Glyn Jackson Taranaki Gliding Club Ventus 2A 646     

21. LK Peter Himmel Auckland Gliding Club LS3 0     

Well done to Steve Wallace, first in the 15 metre class 

I intend to go to the Drury comp 6th 7 8 9 and the following weekend.  It would be great to have the singles 

there competing and the twin It’s a friendly comp and each pilot goes in his own time and does the task 

As KP shared the hanger on Saturday with IV , IV mumbled ‘KP I just wish the blokes would take me to an 

event like Drury they know I can fly but just won't let me loose… few moments later there was what sounded 

like thunder … it was ON rocking in the box gasping for air …KP continued with tales of the adventure till early 

hours of the morning….IV woke to the 2 blokes giving a cut and polish  pssst KP I am keeping my tail crossed 

said IV…………. 

OLC wants You! 

Our club has clocked up over 11000 km, we need more pilots to record their flights, we are 4th in the country 

35 points behind Auckland Gliding Club….In World Rankings we are 101st… Let’s not just talk about our flights 

but show our flights to all for bragging rights  

  



 

 

TAILPIECE 

Happy New Year to all, we hope you all had great holidays.   Personally I had hoped to fly and tow at the 

Nationals but an illness just before Christmas put paid to that.  Nonetheless I dropped in fro a couple of days 

to experience it all and came away impressed at the organisation, friendliness, helpfulness and good humour of 

the event and the people.  Well done to the Piako and MSC folk and to the contest director, Ralph Henderson 

and his band of helpers.  As usual Piako, Jan Mace and helpers fed us throughout and put on a delicious New 

Year's eve dinner.  Next week we will feature Enya Mcpherson's Youth Glide camp at Omarama just before 

Christmas. 

See you at the field and stay safe out there.  

  

 

DUTY ROSTER FOR NOVEMBER, DECEMBER 2013, JANUARY 2014 Final 
            

Month Date Time Duty Pilot Instructor Tow Pilot 

  4 am   XMAS   
`JANUARY 2014   pm   ROSTER   

  5 am   XMAS   

    pm   ROSTER   

  11 am K Boyes P Coveney G Lake 
    pm       

  12 am R Forster R Burns C Rook 
    pm       

  18 am S Foreman R Carswell P Thorpe 
    pm       

  19 am K Bridges I Woodfield D Belcher 
    pm       

  25 am D Foxcroft S Wallace  J Wagner 
    pm       

  26 am J Pote P Thorpe R Carswell 
    pm       

AUCKLAND 27 am C Hall L Page G Lake 
ANNIVERSARY   pm       

 

# Points  Club km  Flights Pilots 

1 21,030.41  GlideOmarama.com (NZ / )  21,656.22  69 6 

2 14,279.55  Piako Gliding Club (NZ / )  14,558.97  73 7 

3 11,251.30  Auckland Gliding Club (NZ / )  12,248.86  54 10 

4 11,215.39  Auckland Aviation Sports Club (NZ / )  11,024.94  65 6 

5 8,474.90  Taranaki Gliding Club (NZ / )  8,404.23  44 4 

6 7,712.91  Gliding Wellington (NZ / )  8,381.88  17 1 

7 7,595.99  LS Racing (NZ / )  7,817.88  17 2 

8 7,164.15  Canterbury Gliding Club (NZ / )  7,781.46  28 11 

9 6,988.09  Central Otago Flying Club (NZ / )  6,773.50  23 4 


